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INTRODUCTION 

We drove just under 3200km from Gauteng to Kasane in a period of three weeks and although it felt 
like a camping trip we always stayed in self-catering accommodations and slept in real beds.  

Our road trip itinerary was Midrand - Louis Trichardt – Beitbridge - Gonarezhou NP South North 
and East – Masvingo/Lake Mutirikwi – Chinhoyi – Mana Pools NP – Kariba – Matusadona NP – 
Maabwe Bay - Hwange NP – Pandamatenga – Kasane. 

Diesel was always and everywhere available, even at the pump behind the park office at Chipinda 
Pools and the price per litre ranged between $1.75 the cheapest and $1.90 the most expensive, only 
cash USD was accepted. We did not carry ZAR. 

We had pre-ordered our meat from Koala Park Abattoir and Butchers in Chiredzi and were feasting 
almost daily thereafter on prime cuts at USD 10/kg. The packs were vacuum packed and pre frozen as 
per our preferences. Sherlyn Pallister whom I can highly recommend also does personal grocery 
shopping for a surcharge of 15%. This service saved us valuable time. I did all the accommodation 
bookings directly with each accommodation / National Park. Bank wires to Zimbabwe were subject to 
very high bank fees (35-40 USD per transaction) luckily many establishments accepted pay pal or 
credit card. We included most of the conservation fees to reduce cash on trip since fuel visas and food 
needs to be paid cash in Zimbabwe. 5-Liter water canisters of mineral water were available even at 
small shops in locations like Crossroads. Locals sell fresh produce presented as small piles on the 
side of the road or in front of small stalls in villages, each pile of a fruit or vegetable always costs 1 
USD. 

We had fair weather with some very cold nights in early August and short daylight days starting at 
around 06.30h and ending around 17:40h. It was surprisingly windy during all but one night in 
Gonarezhou and we had a bit of rain there on August 1st. Rossi Pools was extremely windy also 
during the day.  

River crossings were possible, and we did so since we were two vehicles. We did check water levels 
by walking the Runde (yes crocs are there) with water levels ranging from ¾ wheel deep at Fishans 
and over the bonnet at Gota and just under the bonnet at Chamuluvati and ¾ wheel deep for the Save 
Crossing to Chilo. 

The roads in Zimbabwe were not as bad as we had anticipated. However, the worst corrugation we 
found on the access road to Nyamepi. It is about time that T4A is updating their Zim map, the actual 
one is not accurate for the lesser-known tracks nor for travel times. 

The new Gonarezhou map sold at Mabalauta or Chipinda Pools offices has tiny Font, and is difficult to 
read without reading glasses, also the colour scheme is extremely poor. I liked the older map much 
better. The booklet sold at Marongora Office for Mana Pools is outdated but has some good 
information especially for new-comers and novice campers. Each of those maps cost USD 5. 

As for the game viewing and other highlights: we were blessed with a daytime sighting of a honey 
badger at Mabalauta, a 12-15 strong pack of wild dogs defending an impala leg from being stolen by a 
hyena opposite Gota, a brief leopard sighting near Machaniwa Pan, a night visit of eight lions at 
Tashinga camp site, hundreds of elephants at Masuma Dam and a black mamba on the road in 
Hwange, a huge herd of zebras near Fothergill Island and a full moon over Lake Kariba. We enjoyed 
human interactions with camp owners, managers, caretakers, rangers, farmers, shop attendants, and 
even with immigration and customs officers. So many people wishing to get back on their feet, to get 
their businesses up and running again, to welcome tourists again. We felt warmly welcome 
everywhere, heard no complaining, got smiles and waves and hellos along the roads we travelled. The 
only other country I had experienced this to such an extend before was Zambia, almost 20 years ago. 



THE TRIP 

South America to South Africa - Johannesburg 
 
Both our night flights to haul in from South America to Southern Africa coincided with a 48-hour 
Lufthansa strike. We were rerouted on other airlines and arrived one day later than planned. The extra 
day for a relaxed and stress-free start went straight down the drain. To make things worse our 
confirmed and prepaid very large PnP online grocery order was not handed over to the lodge owner 
on delivery but returned to depo “for security reasons” while we were still somewhere in the skies on 
our way to Africa. All efforts from the guesthouse to receive the order were useless. Subsequently and 
right after arrival and collection of our rental vehicle four of us set out to a nearby supermarket and 
filled nine carts with non-perishables for the entire trip for our family of nine. This included buying 
everything for the young family of five that would only get in later that day from the USA. We oldies hit 
the aisles and managed to tick off 99% of the items on the list. Bushlore offered to deliver the second 
vehicle to the Guesthouse which we really appreciated. After dividing and loading groceries into both 
vehicles we finally were able to enjoy the reunion of our 3-generation-family and were treated to a 
terrific homecooked meal at the lodge. The menu was 100% South African and consisted of tender 
oxtail with potatoes and veggies and malva pudding. Our hosts Reg and Pat Voss went out of their 
way to make us feel at home at  IPE TOMBE GUESTHOUSE  in Randjesfontein 
www.ipetombelodge.co.za/ I can highly recommend this tranquil and safe Guesthouse and hosts Reg 
and Pat who generously shared some of their memories from their childhood and life in former 
Rhodesia with us. Their nostalgia ever so often popped up in my mind during the trip.  

 
Johannesburg – Louis Trichardt 
 
Eight hours’ time difference is tough, and the three youngsters only woke up sometime before we 
reached Polokwane. A short stop at the Mall of the North was needed to stock up on more chips and 
other can’t-live-without-items for them. It was a Saturday, and the place was packed with locals. 
Our destination for the day was ZVAKANAKA FARM www.zka.co.za/ conveniently located about 
700m off the N1 just after passing Louis Trichardt. Owners Gail and Al were expecting us and had 
prepared four units of different size and make for our stay. Madala’s Cottage had extra chairs for us to 
unite for dinner. Since we got in a bit late, we had just enough time to do the circular 40 min walk. On 
the farm there are several marked trails of longer duration along lush vegetation in the idyllic setting of 
the Soutpansberg Mountains. It is understandable that city dwellers seek these romantic cottages for a 
getaway on weekends. They also have a very nice camp site. Everything is decorated with love for 
detail. Can highly recommend the cottages, one needs not bring anything, all is provided, except food 
of course. There is good drinking water. Pre order macadamia nuts from the neighbouring farm, they 
are delicious and cost R.140/500grs. Allow for an early morning birding moment.  
 

           
Madala’s Cottage                 Igababa cottage 

 
Louis Trichardt – Beitbridge – Gonarezhou Mwenezi region 
We had difficulties to do one of our TIP’s online, later we learned that the system often collapses. One 
needs to re-try and best use a PC not an iPhone, it was later commented. It is (now) mandatory to 
apply for temporary import permits online on the ZIMRA portal www.ecustoms.zimra.co.zw prior to 
arrival at the border post in Beitbridge. Formalities to leave SA were swift and we did those in under 30 
minutes. We contacted Bertha Mutowembwa (+263 772 344 317) from Musina for her to come and 



meet us on Zim side. Despite her valuable help the formalities on the Zimbabwe side took about two 
hours in total mainly because the gentleman officer at counter number 4 needed almost 10 minutes for 
each single-entry visa he issued. Although the new building is glamorous, “Visa” officer Tinus still uses 
carbon paper and a pen to fill a log and then he types all the data again from the filled-out immigration 
form (which we got from Bertha and filled out on site) into a computer. Finally, he handwrites the visa 
and glues it into your passport. We crossed on a Sunday before noon and were the only ones needing 
a Visa, but it took him over an hour for the nine of us. This was only the first of a series of stations we 
had to go to. Other extra time was needed for commercial vehicle guarantee formalities to be done 
over on the truck side, luckily Bertha has a “runner” who did this for us. That day before noon the 
temperature gauge already showed 36°C. Total cost for one vehicle was USD 130 (carbon foreign, 
insurance, RAF, commercial vehicle guarantee) plus USD 30 single entry visa per person. Plus 9 USD 
bridge. So, if you are travelling in a party of two in a rented vehicle you are 200 dollars poorer after 
crossing into Zimbabwe. 

We bid Bertha goodbye after two hours. She really was of enormous help to us. She is the regional 
manager for the Zimbabwe Tourism Authority and does not accept any payment. She is in the process 
of training officers to assist tourists at the border in compass with increase of visitors. The green form 
"Zimbabwe Revenue Authority Customs Declaration” is needed even if one has previously listed 
valuable goods on e-TIP. We were advised to put "groceries" and value USD 200 for each person. 
After a short conversation with the lady officer in charge and without vehicle inspection she wrote 
"rebate granted" and signed it. We were told to hang onto the slip.  

Prior to crossing Beitbridge Bertha had sent us a list with items allowed without paying duty and the 
respective quantities. According to this list eggs are not allowed to cross the border, nor meat (F+M) 
nor most vegetables. So, we had to stop at the Spar in Beitbridge to buy some fresh goods. One 
cashier had a sign reading “forex only” and we paid in cash USD. The exchange rate was 700:1 at the 
time yet the official rate was three times less. The newly re-constructed tar road A4 was a pleasant 
surprise, with only one but longish detour. From the Spar in Beitbridge to Mwenezi river and village 
turnoff it took us 1h30m. The bush track to Chikombedzi village and Bravo 8 gate was a bit bumpy at 
times, there are two boom gates along this track along Nuanetsi ranch. We reached the little used 
Chikombedzi entrance gate (Bravo 8) in just under 2h30m from turnoff thru rural land and fever tree 
forests and were greeted by an impeccably uniformed ranger who issued us with a gate pass. Note 
that in winter (April-October) gates close at 17:30h. From here 50min to Swimuwini. 

 

Trichelia chalet at Swimuwini                     Nyala bull 

We stayed for two nights at ‘The place of Baobabs’ in two of the newly renovated chalets. There are 
one-bedroom and two-bedroom chalets, all have new beds with mosquito nets, clean and nice linen 
and towels are provided. Water is solar heated. Power supply solar only. Each chalet has its own huge 
baobab, Trichelia (USD 190 pn) is the largest house with two bedrooms, one bath, indoor dining area 
plus the outdoor kitchen. Tamboti (USD 170 pn) has two bedrooms and shower and a separate toilet 
all accessible from the veranda with outdoor kitchen and dining area. Each has a gas stove, solar 
fridge, double sink, and outdoor seating. Crockery cutlery and firewood are provided. We loved the 
setting and the view over Buffalo Bend. Lions were heard nightly from across the river where giraffe 
elephant and plains game came to drink. It rained the first night, we were glad to be under a roof. 
Sharing a two-bedroom house among four people is a good deal for 42.50-47.50 USD per person. 



The following day we paid outstanding balance at nearby  Mabalauta  Reception and got our receipts 
for paid conservation fees (USD 20 pppn). Hardson is the officer at the other end 
of reservations@gonarezhou.org and he works most of the time at the office in Mabalauta. I was in 
contact with him over a long period of time during the planning stage, he is a valuable source of 
information. His gentle and kind nature stands out. He seemed interested in our sighting of a honey 
badger near the airstrip in broad daylight. The camp sites at Mabalauta looked well maintained and 
spread out under large trees. Our day trip from Swimuwini took us along Malilangani loop where we 
saw large herds of skittish buffalo and very relaxed impala. Rossi Pools boasted very large crocs and 
wildlife coming to drink. It was surprisingly windy and cool day and night in early August in the 
southern region. The new Bosman’s Camp at the far end and just outside the park thru same name 
gate is a very good overnight option too. It can be booked thru Gona Reservations on half camp or 
entire camp basis just as the Manangas. 

      

Malugwe platform                  Chilojo Cliffs from Hlaro 

Gonarezhou South - North Transit 

We opted for the direct route via Malugwe platform and arrived from Swimuwini in 1h30m including 
inspection of an old elephant carcass right on that road. The almost straight track is otherwise 
uneventful mostly through mowed down Mopane Forest. From the deserted but water filled pan at 
Malugwe to Hlaro was 2h20m. It drizzled all the way to the Runde River, spoor was firm and wet from 
previous rainy nights making it more pleasant for the second vehicle to drive without a dust cloud. We 
headed straight towards the campsites at Directors Fishans and Hlaro. The first two were occupied but 
we were lucky at Hlaro and decided to enjoy the scenery with a lunch break under massive Nyala 
Marula and Sausage trees. We encountered the large site in clean condition but with evidence of 
several past campfires all over the place.  

      

After crossing the Rundu river at Fishans we drove on the main road to Masasanya Dam in 1h30m. 
Two local ladies are the resident caretakers at the Manangas situated on the western side of the dam. 
Four beautiful traditional huts each with a super king size bed and mosquito net a private indoor 
bucket shower and an outdoor long drop toilet can accommodate eight adults plus minors on 
stretchers with parents. Each hut has its own solar geyser from where to get hot water for the bucket 



shower. A central boma bar and kitchen is equipped with a solar fridge a solar freezer and superb 
kitchen equipment including an industrial size gas stove. Chairs tables and fireplace furniture were all 
in excellent condition. The ladies did the dishes and made the extra comfy beds during your stay. Cost 
per night for the entire camp with four units was USD 640 (SADC 480) for a maximum of 8 adults plus 
sharing minors at extra cost. Minimum occupancy is half camp which means two double units. Hippo 
activity was interesting on cloudy days. Birdlife elephant and crocs were seen at any hour of the day. 
Not overly plentiful but very intimate. Lions and hyena were only heard at night, but never seen. Hippo 
came up at night really close to the huts and one needed to be extra cautious before stepping out and 
walking to the outhouse at night. 

   

Some of us enjoyed a day in camp and others went down to Chipinda Pools to fuel up and say hi to 
Clemence and Euliana at Parks Reception. From the end of the nicely spread-out campsite at 
Chipinda Pools along at the river one can walk to the pools. The noisy former generator has been 
replaced by solar panels, making the last campsites more attractive now. Chivilila Falls are not far 
away by vehicle and worthwhile a visit. 

Gonarezhou Runde section West – East to Chilo Gorge 

We chose to drive from Masasanya Dam via Sililojo Valley down to the Runde and from there on the 
northern shore up to Gota. Here we crossed to the southern side and made our way to Machaniwa 
Pan. From there we crossed again at Chamuluvati to the northern side and passed Tembwahata pan 
before checking out at the Eastern Mahenye section gate and cross the Save river. In hindsight the 
Sililojo Valley was too time consuming, the first section towards Pombadzi was very slow-going on a 
rocky track, average speed 10-15km/h. We passed a few very bad humoured elephants but the last 
third along this detour offered plenty of game grazing on juicy grassland, and at the end beautiful 
baobab scenery and views towards the cliffs.  

           

Reaching the Runde took us just under three hours. A seasonal track led us near the riverbank 
eastwards. While looking for a turnoff to cross near Gota we spotted a pack of wild dogs with a kill. 
Our presence distracted them, and an opportunistic hyena seized the moment and snatched an 
impala leg from them. Later we were told by Lin Barrie that this might have been the 15 strong pack 
they suspect to be denning near Tembwahata this year. Pokwe CS was occupied so we supressed 
our hunger and pushed through to Machaniwa Pan for our lunch break. Good choice it was wonderful. 
For an hour and a half, we observed enormous herds of elephants; cows with calves, bachelors, lone 
big tuskers in an endless procession. There were also many warthogs impala eland and kudu. 



   

Despite the presence of crocodiles in the river we felt it necessary to walk the river to assess water 
levels. We did so at Gota and later at Chamuluvati. The latter has one sudden drop into a pool close to 
the northern shore. Gota was more even.  

   

Gota         Chamuluvati 

Heading towards the exit of the park we thought that we had had our share of luck but shortly before 
reaching Tembwahata pan we spotted a healthy mature leopard. But the sighting was too brief to take 
pictures for all but one of us who had the camera ready in her lap. After crossing the Save river and 
driving a couple of km north along the Save river east bank, we arrived at Chilo Gorge Lodge where 
we were escorted to the large family chalet and one double lodge at Nhambo for the night. We had 
been on the move for eight hours and felt we deserved a meal on the wonderful deck at the lodge 
instead of cooking ourselves. The 3-course dinner cost USD25 pp the wine list was interesting and the 
service impeccable. Staying at Chilo is expensive. In my personal view the benefit-cost-ratio is out of 
balance for their self-catering accommodation. We paid USD 1110 for nine people, including USD 20 
pp conservation fees, dinner was extra. The location is the winning ticket. But I hope that the park will 
one day offer more accessible lodging facilities in the Save region. Something like the Manangas or 
the tents at Chipinda Pools, nothing permanent but seasonal with minimum environmental impact. 
There are plenty of people in Shangan villages right next to the eastern border that would also benefit 
from work opportunities. 

    Save River / Chilo Gorge Lodge 

We had the privilege to meet and chat with Chilo owner and one of Africa’s greatest conservationists 
Clive Stockil. His vision goes far beyond protecting a national treasure, to him Gonarezhous pristine 
wilderness is a global asset. What an experience it must be to be on safari with him. His partner Lin 
Barrie is a lovely host and a gifted painter, she enlightened us on her main subject, the wild dogs and 
their social structures. We left happy from Chilo, a unique and beautiful place on the cliff in a forest 
with extensive native flowering bushes and tall trees and open vistas from everywhere to the river and 



the park opposite. Along wooden catwalks one can reach the main lodge from the self-catering units in 
a couple of minutes. There is a fence to keep large animals out and walking at night is ok. Hippo and 
fish eagles were very verbal, and their sounds echoed in the walls of the cliff. 

Gonarezhou East – Chiredzi – Lake Kyle/Mutirikwi 

   

So far, we hadn't seen much of present-day Zimbabwe and its population. This would change over the 
next two days. During the 1h30m drive on relatively good gravel from Chilo to Quinton bridge we were 
greeted by friendly people waving at us from their huts that looked like our Manangas we had stayed 
at. Unfortunately, almost all kids running up to us were asking for sweets holding out their hands. After 
the bridge over the Save there was a police check point. One of many we were waved through without 
a problem. During the entire trip we passed a dozen or so and the official approach was either a 
friendly smile or utter indifference whilst removing the cone to free the way. Both suited us just fine. 
The tar road to Chiredzi is excellent. We passed on left the good gravel turnoff to Malilangwe and 
Chipinda. In total it took us two hours to reach Chiredzi. There was a lot of long-distance taxi activity 
loading passengers and luggage at intersections in the wake of the public holiday. Amazing how many 
passengers fit into a sedan and if it is a hatchback put two or three more into the trunk. We entered 
town and headed to the local Toyota dealer to pick up and install the 'new' battery ordered in and 
couriered from Harare. While at Toyota’s Sherlyn Pallister from Koala Park delivered our pre order of 
frozen meat and groceries. I had ordered different cuts of beef in packs of 1kg and some coils of beef 
braaiwors. Plus, fresh vegetables fruit eggs and yogurt. She is a lovely person, and I can highly 
recommend her services. The 'new' battery was also not charging. Clearly there was sort of an 
electrical problem. The men decided not to investigate the matter further but instead continue without 
the second fridge working. Luckily, we had bought two regular plastic cooler boxes in Joburg and were 
able to find ways to keep our perishables cool during daytime while running the only remaining 40l 
Engel as a freezer. It was a Tetrix challenge. We would not have been able to do it like this on a 
regular camping trip with nine people and we would not have continued without the second fridge 
charging. But we knew we had access to fridges in the self-catering accommodations. Even at the 
Zimparks lodges. One of the few things that they have replaced in their run-down lodges are fridges. 
We refuelled at a brand-new filling station with clean toilets outside Chiredzi and took the potholed 
road to Zaka. We ate our lunch snack while driving to Lake Mutirikwi as we had lost valuable time. 
Landscape changed and green hills appeared on the horizon.  

        

Exactly 3h30m after departure from Chiredzi we turned into the gravel road leading to Lake 
Kyle/Mutriwiki Recreation Park administered by Zimparks. At the gate we paid our conservation fees 
USD 10 pp and headed to reception inside the park to find the ranger for our guided Rhino walk 
(USD10 pp). The ranger changed into uniform and shouldered his rifle before setting off in our vehicles 
first and then on foot. The boys really liked him and the walk but were a bit disappointed because the 



white rhino they tracked in less than an hour was dehorned. Everyone enjoyed the privilege to stand 
face to face with it. Those of us who didn’t go on the game walk had a stroll in the vicinity of the lodges 
with beautiful 360° views over this artificial lake in the company of warthog guinea fowl rock dassies 
and even a leopard turtle. 

    
View from hilltop above lodges         Lake access from Waterbuck lodge  

The setting of the half dozen or so lodges is superb on a giant granite hill. But the buildings and 
gardens are in dire need of attention or beyond repair in certain places.  I had booked the large lodge 
‘Waterbuck’ (USD 143) for the young family and for us oldies the two-bedroom ‘Hippo’ lodge (USD 
115). Less than USD 30 pppn. The beds had new mattresses with clean sheets but insufficient 
mosquito netting or none. No towels were provided. Kitchen equipment was basic in ‘Hippo’ with a 
braai facility in the backyard. Waterbuck had plenty equipment and a big braai. We made use of the 
large indoor dining area as it got cool at night. Power is 220V but with minimal light bulbs in the 
houses. 

   

Three-bedroom Waterbuck Lodge           smaller one and two-bedroom lodges 

         

  Waterbuck dining/living room kitchen bedroom braai 

Lake Kyle/Mutirikwi – Masvingo – Mvuma – Chivu – Harare – Chinhoyi 

This was to be a driving day, and everybody got into their seats knowing it and with gadgets fully 
charged for long hours of music and gaming. What they didn’t expect despite me hammering it in, was, 
that it would take us more than eight hours to reach Chinhoyi only 440km away. “But Google maps 
says….” In less than half an hour we reached Masvingo, and the colonial feel of a past era in former 
Fort Victoria is present in wide streets, flowering trees, a few nice facades on buildings, generally 
clean sidewalks, and green patches or parks. It is not Bulawayo by far, but it left a nice impression. 



Chiredzi is a young city and is dirtier and felt more chaotic in comparison. To be fair they were in the 
process of repaving the main street there. 

After Masvingo toll gate we enjoyed driving on the brand new A4 up to Mvuma. Then 30km of detours 
and after the Chivu roadblock again good and new tar basically all the way to Harare. For added “real 
Zimbabwe insight” we went via Harare. It was plain chaotic, but unforgettable. Bypassing Harare from 
Bulawayo Rd turnabout to Lomagundi Rd. took us two hours on a Saturday afternoon public holiday. 
Just before reaching Chinhoyi, we passed the highest point at Great Dyke Pass 1525m. All along it 
was surprising how much land in Zimbabwe is still woodland. I had expected more agricultural 
developments and fewer forests. The once large farms closer to Harare aren’t in great shape and have 
little dwellings and huts on them and people working the land in primitive manner next to the ruins of 
large farmhouses. Failed land reform.  

Assia and Jimmy were expecting us at their Zebra’s Dazzle B&B https://zebrasdazzle.com/ in the 
residential area of Chinhoyi. Each of their four rooms has its own theme décor and touch. Artsy Dutch 
African mix. Bed and breakfast from USD 65 per double room was great value. Jimmy prepared a 
braai in the garden for us as pre booked. We had to stop him from putting more and more chops, 
sausages, and pork belly on the barbeque. The boys licked their fingers. Assia prepared a delicious 
breakfast the next morning in the garden. This is a really nice place to break the journey for a good 
night’s rest in an owner run guesthouse with safe parking inside the premises and fast access to main 
road. Assia is learning fast, and I am sure that Zebras Dazzle will become a popular address in no 
time. There is a very well stocked PnP on main road in central Chinhoyi. 

    

Zebra’s Dazzle 

Chinhoyi – Mana Pools 

The hassle-free drive from Chinhoyi to Nyamepi took us 5h30m with stops at Saucey Sue’s in Lion’s 
Den to buy their famous steak, egg+bacon rolls for the road and other goodies, at Karoi Total station 
we topped up fuel and at Marongora office we checked in at Zimparks. Total distance to Nyamepi 
was 275km of which 175 are on tar in varied condition and 100 on gravel, the last 50 are very 
corrugated. We met a group of bikers at Lion’s Den and admired their stamina. The scenic escarpment 
road is getting narrower as tarmac crumbles off the sides. The trucks are gigantic and heavily loaded. 
We witnessed several single and multiple truck accidents that had occurred only hours or less prior. 
Breakdowns or collisions with serious damages to chassis, axles or even roll over. From Marongora 
office downhill we enjoyed the new three-lane road. Here begins the Tsetse control, with impregnated 
blue cloths visible in the bush. The second gate is just a couple of meters from tar turnoff, here one 
can dump rubbish when exiting the park. Burning of or removal of all refuse is mandatory in Mana 
Pools NP. At the third gate inspection of vehicles for forbidden fruit is possible but wasn’t done in our 
case. Here one needs to register properly in the book. 

At the end of the corrugated access road thru thicket and mopane forest we reached the sandy 
ancient plains of the lower Zambezi with open grasslands studded with large acacia and ana trees. 



         

At Nyamepi reception we paid outstanding balance of conservation fees and enquired about their 
guided canoe trips, but there are no canoes (yet). We didn’t sign up for the guided walk. All five 
Zimparks self-catering lodges are a couple of kms upstream close to the river spread out and have 
shade under huge trees. There are only two ‘luxury’ lodges with eight beds. Musangu lodge is a large 
two storey building with two upstairs bedrooms with two beds each and one bath and a separate toilet. 
On the caged upstairs veranda are four beds ‘al fresco’ to accommodate another four persons. We 
had booked an extra mattress which was laying on the veranda floor with sheets and blanket as all 
other beds, but no pillow nor net. Mattresses were in good condition in the rooms, but the beds on the 
veranda had bugs, at least two of the boys got very suspicious red itching bites on their legs.  

      view from Musangu  

During my research for self-catering accommodations in Zimbabwe I found few to none pictures or 
descriptions of Zimbabwe National Park lodges. Then I was told it to be near to impossible to get one 
of the large lodges at Mana. Almost one and a half year in advance I contacted Zimparks booking 
agent Christina Mhuriro and months of WhatsApp conversations during Covid-19 lockdown and her in 
home-office secured us a booking for two four-bed lodges. Only two weeks or so before departure she 
texted me that the large house would be available. I was thrilled to have us all together in one house. 
We paid less for the house (USD185) than for an exclusive camp site like Chitake (USD 230?) per 
night. 

The moment we arrived the monkey squad appeared. Vervets work in teams and specialize in rapid 
detection of trophy, dissuasion, and sneaky robbery. While we were vigilantly unpacking our vehicles, 
we lost a bag of dried mango. For good reasons the house is completely caged. But sophisticated 
stunts are performed by junior thieve vervets who fit thru the cage. The boys forgot an open bag of 
chips on their beds and zzz it was gone. Luckily, the monkey didn’t pee on the bed. 

   

Musangu Lodge      the author journaling 



Having a “safe” kitchen made preparing meals for nine people so much easier. We ate indoors at night 
after dark without having to always look over our shoulders. Takes the thrill away, yes, but it also 
allowed for a relaxed dinner time. Hyena patrolled the surroundings nightly. Sleeping on the veranda 
compensated for proximity to wildlife and night sounds. Hippos were especially noisy.  

     

Veranda beds        view from living room         dining room and solar freezer 

Water is supplied from the river and heated with a powerful donkey boiler with wood provided by staff 
passing by on a tractor. Washing up dishes and making the beds is included in tariff. We thankfully 
declined. The added shower in the open garage works wonderful. The braai place is elevated, there 
was evidence of campfires close to shore but beware of crocs and hippos coming up that way. 

   sunset from lodge 

Wildlife viewing was dominated by elephants, period. And it was such a different experience here with 
very relaxed animals compared to Gonarezhou. Although neither seems good, here they are overly 
comfortable around people, there they are mistrusting and scared and at times downright angry. 

   

We explored viewpoints and drove the different loops around the pools that give the name to this park. 
There isn’t really a lot of driving involved around Nyamepi. One enjoys the permission to step out of 
the vehicles. Hippo croc zebra kudu impala warthog baboon were all in large numbers, and elephants. 
Although we heard lions every night and sometimes close, we never found them. When we were there 
the last reported sighting was two days old. But we saw a shy herd of buffalo very close to the 
campsite. It was a public holiday, and the campsite was packed with people. I didn’t see a vacant site. 
At sundowner time Mana Mouth was very busy. Only then did we realize how many visitors were in 
Nyamepi camp, over at the lodges it was quiet, our neighbours at Muchichiri had left a day after we 
arrived. One ablution at the campsite looked like it had been bombed. Our house worked for us, but it 
needs serious repairs, refurbishing and at least a clean-up in general around the building. 


